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Report of the Chair of the Board
The 2014/15 year was an intensive period of activity for
our Association, as we launched new initiatives and
pro-actively identified and responded to emerging sectoral
opportunities and challenges. The helpline movement, as
evidenced by the increasing number of requests for service,
continues to play an expanding role in mental health/suicide
prevention support. And, never has there been a greater
need to work together and expand our network to achieve
our shared goals.
To that end, as part of our outreach and inclusion strategy,
we were pleased to change our working name to Distress
and Crisis Ontario, with an accompanying new logo, to fully
reflect the work of our members and create an invitation to
like-focussed organizations to join with us. During this past
year, we have created many learning opportunities through
our forums and conferences to ensure that every member
organization had the opportunity to stay abreast of current
trends, gaps in service and the ever-complex technology and
funding environment.
Through the soft launch of our ONTX (chat and text)
integrated service, we are both creating a service for the
future and identifying some key learnings about the delivery

of partnership programs—building a model to effectively
respond to new frameworks and models of community
support. Our Association remains supportive to local
members, active provincially and working nationally
for all of us.
Special recognition must go to our Executive Director,
Elizabeth Fisk for her hard work in strengthening our
Association through her commitment to knowledge-based
excellence. She continually demonstrates her leadership in
moving the Association forward.
It has been a privilege to be actively engaged on the Board of
DCO. I would like to thank my fellow Board members for the
many hours they have contributed while working on behalf
of the Association and the wisdom that they have shared
throughout the year. As an Association, we remain a vibrant
group of organizations who are stronger for working together.

Karen Letofsky, C.M. | Chair of the Board

Report of the Executive Director
We are focusing on the significant work of our association
and its membership as our theme for this year’s
annual report. As you read through the pages, you will
find our accomplishments are varied and worthy of
acknowledgement; especially in this time of growing concern
about individuals’ distress and the mental wellness of our
communities. All these issues are viewed through the lens of
organizational sustainability.
The SIOM program (Statistics, Information and Outcome
Measures) continues to aggregate the distress and crisis
services provided by our membership. During the past year
DCO dedicated considerable resources to insuring all the
data was aggregated in a manner that allowed all the
calls-in and calls-out to be recorded. As the statistics become
better, the quality and depth of the reporting we are able to
provide deepens.
Education and Training is the cornerstone of a strong
association’s offerings, and DCO continues to provide much
to it’s membership on a limited budget. While 14 additional
educational vignettes were filmed this year and 11 educational
topics explored online at www.learningforums.ca; the truly
remarkable feature is the partnerships we are able to forge
with organizations who willingly share their knowledge and
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expertise to strengthen the quality of service provided by call
responders within the DCO network.
Our conferences were extremely strong this past year in part
because they allowed us to partner with other organizations
like the Canadian Society of Association Executives and the
Canadian Distress Line Network to bring timely topics by
experienced and knowledgeable presenters to not only our
association members but to interested community partners
as well.
It is with appreciation and acknowledgement that we say
good-bye to Clarence Haverson, who is completing his Board
service at the 2015 Fall Annual Meeting. His insightful and
targeted approach to association issues and service delivery
enhanced the effectiveness of the DCO Board of Directors.
The Board and Staff of DCO are all committed to providing
our association membership with the intelligence, capacity
building and service promotion they expect. It is my pleasure,
both professional and personal, to work in the company of
such devoted and knowledgeable individuals.

Elizabeth Fisk, CAE | Executive Director

Aligning Programs and Priorities
Reviewing how our programs and activities align with our
association’s Strategic Priorities is similar to consulting
a strategic barometer to insure that our association is
delivering on the goals and/or objectives our membership has
set for us. ‘Checking the barometer’ is a process the Board of
Directors engages in 2 to 3 times each year and once per year
with our membership.
As a high-functioning association, DCO works to be
transparent and ensure it has the trust of its membership so
that it can help member organizations chart a course that
supports their organizational sustainability, leads
to the well-being of the communities they service and
allows their organizations to transform and/or improve their
service delivery.

Interestingly, what DCO has learnt from its membership is
that not every member places the same level of value on
each program or activity offered, nor are they all interested
in ‘consuming’ the same basket of services or programs in
the same way, nor at the same time. Additionally, programs
require differing levels of effort or corporate resources to
be successful and DCO management has to align resources
and efforts differently each year to satisfy the requirements
of the membership.
It is in the spirit of alignment and adding value to the
programs and activities or services offered by DCO that this
matrix is shared for review by the membership.

Assist our membership to realize
their social objectives through
increasing awareness of their
services and promoting service
delivery models

Provide sharing and capacity
building services for our
membership and partners through
superior quality education;
information sharing; training

Strategic Priorities
Expand the resource capacity of
our association and network by
emphasizing financial support,
communications, HR and
organizational development

Increase access for Ontarians
in crisis or distress by offering
multiple service delivery
channels through provincewide integrated support
lines/web services and use of
new technologies

Realign the services
and direction of the
association to reflect
transitions in Health
Care, Mental Health &
Social Services
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Education and Training
Offering education and training programs to DCO’s membership, both organizations and individuals, has been one of the most
enduring programs of this association. From provincial volunteer conferences in the 1970’s onward to introducing on-line, selfdirected learning modules available 24/7 in 2010, DCO has been in the forefront of training of helpline responders. The www.
learningforums.ca website offers Canadian produced videos featuring experts in the field of study as well as additional resources
providing extended support 24/7 on topics of interest.

# of new learning videos
added to the Learning
Forums in 2014-15 =

11

10 Most Viewed Learning Forums
1.

Workplace Bullying

2.

Active Listening – The Power of Empathy

# of videos in the
Learning Forums Library
(Mar 31/15) =

3.

Communicating with Youth Experiencing
Depression or Suicidality

4.

Understanding Trauma

46

5.

Opiates Addiction and Harm Reduction
Treatment

6.

Supporting LGBTQ Individuals – Creating a
Positive Listening Space

7.

Understanding Homelessness

8.

Is Gambling Really a Problem?

9.

Limits and Boundaries

# of active users of the
Learning Forums website
in 2014-15 =

1,064
# of page views in 2014-15 =

10. Seasonal Affective Disorder

Value placed on Learning
Forums by organizations =
27% ‘very high’
45% ‘high’
36% ‘average’

30,621
# of unique times the
forum was accessed for
information =

21,723
Lunch & Learns and
Webinar Series offer
topics of interest to
staff, leadership and
responders.
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TOPIC

Average # of Quizzes
completed and Certificates
issuable every 3 months =

455

PRESENTER

Canadian Anti Spam Legislation

Ryan Prendergast, LLB, Associate Lawyer,
Carters Professional Corporation

The ‘How to’ of Developing a Community Access Line

Kyrsten Boucher, Team Lead, Niagara
Mental Health & Addictions Access Line,
Distress Centre Niagara

Managing Performance And Best Practice from a Human
Resources Perspective

Krystal Dunlop, CHRP, Director of Human
Resources, RLB LLP

Focus on Bullying
• Introduction to Bullying
• Cyber-bullying and Social Media Awareness
• Bullying and its’ Impact on Family
• Consequences of Bullying and How to Deal with It

Jessica Busi, MSW, RSW, CTS
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ONTX Ontario Online & Text Crisis Services
Four service providers (Distress Centre Durham, Toronto Distress Centre,
Spectra Helpline and Torchlight) and DCO joined together in 2014 to pilot the
introduction of chat and text services in Ontario. The project is funded by
the Ontario Trillium Foundation and is intended to demonstrate through the
provision of the service how useful and important an addition it is to existing
telephone based support and intervention.
2014 saw the completion of the background work, including selection of a vendor,
acquisition of text short codes, development of use cases on how the service
would be offered in both modalities and the amassing of very significant amounts
of knowledge capital. We are currently in the soft-launch phase of this new
service and are introducing it to users in stages to insure we provide the help and
support they need at the high level they have come to expect on the telephone.
Though the service is not advertised nor promoted yet, beyond access links and
directions posted on the websites of DCO and the 4 service providers; the use of
this resource between the hours of 2 pm and 2 am is strong.
Beyond the $274,000 of funding that is supported by the Ontario Trillium
Foundation (over 2-years), the service centres and DCO have expended over
$71,000 in direct costs and over 725 staff hours from their own resources to
bring the project to this point. With the hard launch expected for early 2016,
we anticipate a very significant uptake in the number of new users (chatters
and texters), a technology platform with 99.5% reliability, a service that is
responsive and appropriate to all Ontarians and an even greater number of
eager responders ready to provide support and interventions 24/7.

Anxiety or depression
leading issue =

# of Chats in 2 months =

223
# of Text conversations
in 2 months =

557

What are we learning from a leadership/management perspective?

59%
Relationship issues
leading concern =

20%

“There is a different level of urgency we are encountering on the ONTX
support service than our phone lines. Our responders are encountering
more people who are feeling suicidal, and need to learn and adapt quickly
to [those] who are reaching out with their mobile phones or computers.”
“Not all the helpline skills are as easy to demonstrate in an online platform
so to effectively recruit and train enough responders to meet the need of
our collaborative in terms of scheduling is an
ongoing process.”

What are we learning from the chat/text responder perspective?
“I wasn’t sure how comfortable I would be with connecting with a Visitor
to our service without hearing their voice – but after a few shifts online, I
found it to be pretty instinctual based on what they were writing”
“ Visitors tend to be pretty blunt and get the heart of their concern quickly,
I enjoy the opportunity to support these people and to grow my skills in a
new way!”
“With efforts to adapt to this constantly changing world, responders are now
given the opportunity to support more individuals than ever before.”

Suicide risk
assessments
performed =

13%

of interactions
Average length of a
chat session =

53 mins
annual report 2014-15
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SIOM (Statistics, Information and Outcome Measures)
DCO member distress and crisis services across Ontario
provided support to over 282,800 callers in 2014. Though this
is a significant number, it is even more interesting to realize
that our SIOM project allows us the opportunity to dive
deep into those conversations and understand the kinds of
concerns our callers have and also the frequency and severity
of those concerns. Though information is not ascribed to
specific individuals and calls remain confidential, we have
determined that on average our responders will explore four
(4) concerns per call.
The call report data reveals the scope of complex challenges
faced by those who reach out for support, as well as the
challenge to distress and crisis service providers working

to meet these real human needs in our local communities.
Not surprisingly, this layering of complex immediate needs
contributes to the experience of emotional distress and
impacts an individual’s resiliency and their capacity to cope.
Over time, the ability to utilize available coping resources is
diminished when individuals are facing multiple stressors.
How are we doing in terms of meeting these increasingly
complex needs? 98% of all suicide-related calls were
deescalated without the involvement of emergency services
including 911, police or emergency room visits. In addition to
meeting the immediate needs of our callers, we support and
promote resiliency, a very important component of mental
well-being.

Change in number of
calls responded to =
2012
2013
2014

240,000
263,500
282,800

Over 917,600 specific caller concerns
were explored in 2014
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SOUTHWEST

CENTRAL

EAST

33%

48%

19%

94,120

134,400

54,280

Windsor
London
Waterloo
Niagara
Wellington
Dufferin

Spectra
Oakville
North Halton
Durham
Toronto

Ottawa
Kingston
Lanark Leeds
Grenville

Our callers respond positively after
calling our lines

Mental health (34%)

Decrease in distress/anxiety level (27%)

Interpersonal (31%)

Decrease in isolation and loneliness (25%)

Physical health issues (10%)

Increased ability to cope (17%)

Occupational or Financial (8%)

Self esteem, control or confidence improved (11%)

Abuse/Violence (6%)

Action plan explored (8%)

Addictions (4%)

Increased knowledge of resources (3%)

Suicide (3%)

Caller says they feel better (3%)

Legal (2%)

Referred caller to appropriate resources (2%)

Developmental Issues (1%)

Immediate crisis diffused (1%)

Immigrant/Newcomer (1%)

Decrease in suicidal intent (1%)

Sexuality (<1%)

Decrease in harmful intentions (1%)
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Transgender &
Unsure (1%)

19% of calls for support reference Abuse
Survivor of childhood abuse (25%)

Gender
Male (36%)

Physical abuse (21%)
Emotional Abuse (18%)

Female
(63%)

Other (12%)

Age of callers

0-14 (<1%)

Victim of Violence (10%)

15-24 (5%)

Unsure (12%)

Sexual abuse (6%)

85+ (<1%)

Abuser/violent to others (3%)

65-84 (10%)

Child abuse (2%)
Bullying (2%)

25-44 (32%)

45-64 (40%)

Elder abuse (1%)
Financial abuse (<1%)

Addictions

When Interpersonal-related concerns are explored...
they include
Loneliness/social contact (30%)

Other (3%)
Sexual & pornography
(6%)

Internet & video
games (<1%)

Prescription
medications (8%)

Alcohol
(37%)

Gambling
(8%)

Relationship (19%)
Isolation (16%)
Relationship - Family (15%)

Non-prescription
drugs (18%)

Other (5%)
Relationship - Spouse or Partner (4%)

Tobacco
smoking (21%)

Anger Management (4%)
Bereavement/loss (4%)

Many callers are in the formal
Mental Health system

Cultural issues (2%)
Caregiver issues (1%)

Other (1%)

Various Mental Health concerns are often cited
Schizophrenia/Psychotic Disorder (15%)

Emotional
health or well
being (21%)

Diagnosed mental
illness (40%)

Other disorder(s) (15%)
Depressed (12%)
Mood disorders (10%)
Anxious (8%)

In treatment
(38%)

Anxiety/Panic Disorder Phobias (7%)
Overwhelmed (6%)
Sleep disorder or trouble sleeping (5%)
Flat Affect/Numb (4%)
Self Injury (4%)
Worried (4%)
Stressed (3%)
Personality disorder (3%)
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (1%)
Eating disorders (1%)
Dissociative disorder (1%)
Delirium/Dementia (1%)
*Other (1%)
* Callers reported paranoia, fearfulness, ADD/ADHD childhood
disorders, impulse control issues, and hyperactivity

DCO has aggregated the call statistics and related information from its member
organizations for many years. Since these organizations collect similar data in
differing databases, with differing names for similar information, it can be a
resource intensive exercise to combine the information. Each year we improve on
the process and expand the data points we can report on.
For calendar 2014 call data was submitted by 85% of Distress and Crisis Ontario’s
member centres and includes distress, crisis and suicide calls. Our member
organizations respond to many other callers for a variety of other programs
including seniors’ wellness checks, elder abuse, mental health or hospital discharge
support, youth support, suicide survivors to name just a few. Those figures are
not all included in these call statistics, so we know that our member centres do
respond to more calls than those profiled in this section. We continue to work with
the remaining 15% of our membership to align their reporting formats so that we
can include their statistics in our aggregate reporting.
annual report 2014-15
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Opportunities to Strengthen Organizational Capacity
An important mandate of DCO is supporting our member
organizations by offering opportunities to strengthen
their organizational capacity. This priority focuses on the
whole organization: board members, staff, volunteers and
responders. Member organizations may choose to or may
choose not to take advantage of these opportunities as their
individual situations dictate.

The value of capacity building support can be determined in
many ways. For example, the actual cost figures can be used
on a pro-rated basis or when that is not an accurate measure
of value, proxy measures can be applied. When these values
are compared against the membership fees, it is easy to see
why our members continue to support and value the work
of DCO.

Value per responder of one completed and
certified Learning Forums session in 2014-15 =

$49

LEARNING FORUMS
FROM DISTRESS CENTRES ONTARIO

Value of in-service training to 6 member
centres in March 2015 (176 responders were
trained on a variety of topics) =

$8,526
Value to one attendee who participated in
two DCO conferences in 2014-15 =

$2,790
in subsidized conference fees
Value of the recognition of one SOV
nominee at the SOV event in 2014 =

$397
Value per organization in 2014-15 of curated
information on various topics of interest ranging
from governance to fraud avoidance to volunteer
management via the monthly eNews +Views
publication and newsletter archive =

$1,396
Value per organization in 2014 of comparison of their call
report data with the SIOM aggregated data for Ontario =

$1,400
Value to each organization of the sector specific
compensation and benefits study survey =

$550
8
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Celebrating Our Volunteers

7th Annual

Spirit of Volunteerism
Recognition

Each year DCO recognizes the significant contribution of volunteers to the provision of distress and crisis line services throughout
the province. The nominees have all demonstrated commitment to the values of volunteerism through their empathic listening and
skilled interventions as well as engaging in the many activities that keep organizations functioning well. Nominations are reviewed and
recipients are announced during National Volunteer Week. In September their achievements are highlighted at a Recognition Dinner.

2014 Recipients

Total # of hours
volunteered =

Debbie Armstrong, Distress Centre Durham
Kevin Hicks, Distress Centre Niagara
Claire Mazzolin, Distress Centres Toronto - North
Braedyn O’Rahilly, Distress Centre Durham, Young Adult Volunteer

207,911
# of responder training
sessions in 2014-15 =

86
# of new responders completing
training in 2014-15 =

787
Recipients and nominees honoured at a reception at 4 Points Sheraton Hotel.
“I sincerely appreciate volunteering in such
a positive environment. I love coming to the
centre and I’m proud to be a volunteer at
Spectra Community Support Services. I feel
like I have become a better version of myself
through the guidance of staff, my fellow
volunteers, and especially callers.”
Marlene Almeida – Spectra Helpline

“It’s great that the efforts we put through
on the phone lines are appreciated. I hope
word spreads about what a fulfilling and
gratifying experience being on the distress
lines for those in need can be!”

# of active
volunteers =

1,946

“It seems incongruous to me that I
am nominated for an award for doing
something that brings me so much
pleasure and happiness. I especially love
volunteering with the Seniors program as
senior adults are dear to my heart.”
Gloria Duarte – Spectra Helpline

“When I made the decision to volunteer, I
wanted to make a positive contribution in my
community. Being nominated put a smile on my
face, and whether I remain a nominee or become
a recipient, my place will always be sitting in that
chair ready to listen and support the best I can.”

Braedyn O’Rahilly

Distress Centre Durham - RECIPIENT

Llijah Pearce

Distress Centre Toronto – Downtown

annual report 2014-15
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Networking and Communications
The 2014-15 year was unusual since DCO hosted three
(3) conferences and networking events within this fiscal
year. Each of the 2-day long sessions were attended by
representatives from a majority of our member organizations
and also a host of community guest attendees.

learning opportunities, information and support for
the development of distress and crisis services
throughout Ontario.
Each of the events provides significant time for association
members to attend round-table discussions where they
explore the educational topics presented, the changing
service landscapes in their jurisdictions and how they can
collectively improve service provision.

The conferences’ objectives focus on fostering opportunity
for networking and information sharing amongst our
membership and partner organizations as well as providing

Trauma Informed Support
April 24-25,2014 | Cambridge, ON
Aftermath of Sudden, Violent Death – Karen Letofsky
The Aftermath of Trauma (Telling it like it is) – Melissa McCormick
Trauma Informed Care Best Practices – Dr. Paulette Laidlaw
Fostering Resilience and Post Traumatic Growth – Kent Laidlaw

Enhancing Organizational Effectiveness – Part 1
October 2-3,2014 | Mississauga, ON
Give Sorrow Words (a Survivor’s Story) – Lynn Keane
Fund Development 201 – Janice Moro
HR Management – 5 Things NFP Need – Patrick Gauch
Compensation and Benefits Survey – Bramm Research

Enhancing Organizational Effectiveness – Part 2
March 26-27,2015 | Niagara Falls, ON
Inclusiveness and Diversity, High Quality Accessible Services to the
Community – Debbie Yip
The Art of Apology – Acceptance, Commitment, Contrition –
Jacqui d’Eon and Carol Panasiuk
Continuing with HR Management – Patrick Gauch
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Finances
Funding Sources 2014-15
Ministry of Health and Long Term Care
Deferred Revenue - OTF and CPMHF

$7,814

$217,200
123,895

Ontario Trillium Foundation

46,683

Various other sources/grants

13,470

Membership fees

10,002

Strategic funds
Donations

$10,002
$13,470

7,814
296

$296

$46,683

$217,200

$123,895

$419,360

Program and Funding Allocations 2014-15
Association programs
ONTX Online & Text Services

46,683

Education programs

62,919

SIOM

14,520

Program development

2,225

Communications/recognition

27,792

Admin support and infrastructure

36,727

Staff development

$2,551

$105,546

2,551
$298,962

$36,727
$105,546

$27,792
$2,225
$14,520
$62,919

$46,683

DCO’s income and revenue totaled $287,651 for fiscal 2014-2015.
Copies of the audited financial statements are available upon request from the DCO offices.
The financial records of the association are audited by BDO Canada LLP Chartered Accountants, Guelph, Ontario.

Canadian Distress Line Network (CDLN)
The focus of Ontario’s participation in the CDLN has been multi-faceted in
2014/15. Considerable efforts (over 370 staff hours) were expended to develop
the framework for the technological infrastructure of a national 1-800-suicide
service, manage an RFP process to select a system vendor, develop a case for
support and also garner the support of the Mental Health Commission of Canada
and the Public Health Agency of Canada.
DCO also hosted the September 2014 pan-national meeting in Toronto where 19
partners from across the six national health regions met for two days of discussions and priority setting. Ontario’s representatives
include Elizabeth Fisk (DCO), John Jones (Torchlight) and Karen Letofsky (Toronto DC).
Our membership continues to be extremely supportive of this initiative envisioned as a viable way to cover the significant service
gaps throughout the country and in parts of our province.

annual report 2014-15
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Mission and Aspirations
DCO is a provincial network that leads, promotes and builds the capacity
of community based agencies engaged in activities related to suicide
prevention and improving the quality of life for Ontarians.
By 2016 we will have:
üü
üü
üü
üü

A strong sector-wide association
A Collaborative Network
Financial Stability
Recognition as the Sector Hub of Expertise

DCO Operating Name
DCO has been the acronym of our association for many decades. While our
organization’s legal name is The Ontario Association of Distress Centres,
we have been operating as Distress Centres Ontario for many years. This
operating name has served the membership well since it accurately reflected
their core service as well as the ideals and culture of their organizations.
Over the past decades, the original and current members of DCO have evolved
as the needs of the populations they serve have changed and the provision
of mental health and social services have evolved in their communities.
Many association members are considered the pre-eminent providers of
crisis line services and telephone suicide support and/or intervention in their
communities as well as providing in-person, face-to-face and group sessions
with a focus on supporting individuals in distress, crisis or suicidal.
A change in the operating name reflects the wishes of the membership
who expect the programing DCO offers to focus as much on crisis as
distress services. After direct consultations with every member of DCO it
was determined that the acronym would remain, since DCO enjoyed brand
recognition, however the operating name would change to Distress and Crisis
Ontario | Détresse et Crise Ontario effective April 1, 2015.

Funding
We appreciate the generous financial
support of our long-term funder:
We appreciate the generous grant for our
Ontario Online and Text Crisis Service:

DCO Board of Directors 2014-2015
Karen Letofsky (Chair)
Victoria Kehoe (Past Chair)
John Jones (Vice Chair)
Colleen Gallagher (Secretary/Treasurer)
Alison Caird
Linda Gerger
Clarence Haverson

DCO Staff
Executive Director
Elizabeth Fisk
Administrative & Program Facilitator
Jackie Grigsby
Learning & Development Coordinator
Laura Donatelli
ONTX Online & Text Crisis Services, Facilitator
Dustin MacDonald
SIOM Coordinator
Melissa Bosman

Member Agencies (March 31, 2015)
Telecare Cambridge Distress Centre
Chimo Helpline, New Brunswick
Distress Centre Durham
Telephone Aid Line Kingston (TALK)
Developmental Services of Leeds and Grenville
London & District Distress Centre
Distress Centre Niagara
Distress Centre North Halton
Nunavut Kamatsiaqtut Helpline
Distress Centre Oakville
Distress Centre Ottawa & Region
Spectra Helpline
Torchlight
Tel-Aide Outaouais
Distress Centres Toronto
Distress Centre Waterloo Region
Distress Centre Windsor-Essex
Contact information for member centres
can be found on our website at dcontario.org

We also wish to thank the individuals who provide support to our programs via
CanadaHelps.org on our website.
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